Abstract: Evolution has endowed all humans with a continuum of innate, hard-wired, automatically activated defense behaviors, termed the defense cascade. Arousal is the first step in activating the defense cascade; flight or fight is an active defense response for dealing with threat; freezing is a flight-or-fight response put on hold; tonic immobility and collapsed immobility are responses of last resort to inescapable threat, when active defense responses have failed; and quiescent immobility is a state of quiescence that promotes rest and healing. Each of these defense reactions has a distinctive neural pattern mediated by a common neural pathway: activation and inhibition of particular functional components in the amygdala, hypothalamus, periaqueductal gray, and sympathetic and vagal nuclei. Unlike animals, which generally are able to restore their standard mode of functioning once the danger is past, humans often are not, and they may find themselves locked into the same, recurring pattern of response tied in with the original danger or trauma. Understanding the signature patterns of these innate responses-the particular components that combine to yield the given pattern of defense-is important for developing treatment interventions. Effective interventions aim to activate or deactivate one or more components of the signature neural pattern, thereby producing a shift in the neural pattern and, with it, in mind-body state. The process of shifting the neural pattern is the necessary first step in unlocking the patient's trauma response, in breaking the cycle of suffering, and in helping the patient to adapt to, and overcome, past trauma.
I
n The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals (1872), Darwin 1 argued that human expressions of emotion resembled those of lower animals and that emotions are adaptive because they prompt action responses that are beneficial to the organism. Positive emotions promote social-engagement behaviors, whereas negative emotions, many of which are activated by threat, invoke defense responses. 2, 3 Writing in 1908, McDougall 4 described the various instinctual behaviors that accompanied the emotions of fear, anger, and disgust. Building on McDougall's ideas, Cannon (1915) 5 wrote his landmark book, Bodily Changes in Pain, Hunger, Fear and Rage, describing the bodily changes that occurred in the context of emotional excitement. That work is best remembered for elaborating the concept of fight or flight.* In 1920, Rivers 7 (a physician working with officers suffering from shell shock during the First World War) described five danger instincts: flight, aggression, manipulative activity, immobility, and * The concept of "fight or flight" was firmly established in the first, 1915 edition of Bodily Changes in Pain, Hunger, Fear and Rage, where Cannon wrote that "the emotion of fear is associated with the instinct for flight, and the emotion of anger or rage with the instinct for fighting or attack." 5(p 187) In both the first and second (1929) 6 editions, Cannon referred to these two instincts in a variety of ways: "struggle or flight," 5(p 202) "flight or conflict," 5(p 205) "fighting or flight," 5(p 211) and "fighting or escape that accompany or follow distress or fear or rage." 5(p 202) The authors are unsure when and by whom the catchy term fight or flight was introduced when referring to Cannon's earlier work. We (the authors) use the term flight or fight because it better captures the tendency of most mammals to flee, rather than to fight.
collapse.
† Subsequent research with animals determined that, depending on the degree of threat and the distance between the predator and prey, distinct responses-freezing, flight or fight, tonic immobility, and quiescent immobilityproceed sequentially along a continuum, termed the defense cascade.
‡, 2, 8, 9, 17 Researchers likewise began to use the defense cascade to define the progressive defense/fear responses in humans. 2, 15, 18, 19 In evolutionary terms the responses that make up the defense cascade are primitive emotional states-coordinated patterns of motor-autonomic-sensory response-that are available to be automatically activated in the context of danger. Emotions are played out "in the theatre of the body." 20(p 28) For humans, the activation of defense responses-the sudden change in motor and physiological state-may be experienced as overwhelming, and beyond conscious control. In clinical practice these phenomena are common, and they occur across a broad range of disorders and clinical presentations: posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), peritraumatic reactions (as in physical or sexual assaults, or following accidents or natural disasters), complex trauma, borderline personality disorder, and states of intense distress potentially leading to self-harm. 21 As every clinician knows, these different states are difficult to understand (what is the underlying dynamic?), difficult to identify and differentiate (what exactly is this state, and how does it differ from other states?), and difficult to manage and treat.
The first goal of this article is to examine the defense responses through the lens of neuroscience and to elaborate a model that explains their brain and body mechanisms. For this purpose we conducted wide-ranging searches for relevant literature on PubMed; identified research from, and sometimes communicated with, laboratories and clinical groups worldwide conducting relevant research; and retrieved and tracked references to seminal articles in the history of the defense cascade. The second goal is to use that model to understand different clinical presentations and phenomena, and to determine appropriate treatment and management of patients.
Central to the analytical framework for this article is the defense cascade. All defense responses in the animal model of the defense cascade-arousal, freezing, flight or fight, tonic immobility, collapsed immobility, and quiescent immobility-are responses to threat mediated by neural circuits involving the extended amygdala, hypothalamus, periaqueductal gray (PAG), ventral pontine tegmentum, ventral and dorsal medulla, and spinal cord. [22] [23] [24] [25] Each defense response has a signature neural pattern that corresponds to a combination of activated connections within a descending neural network (see Figures 1 and 2 ). This descending network terminates at the level of the effector organs, where it controls a somatomotor component (which involves skeletal muscle), an autonomic/visceromotor component (which involves the viscera), and a pain-processing component. Changes in the patterns of activity of that network mediate the defense cascade and define the different types of defense responses that, taken together, form the defense repertoire of mammalian species. In any particular situation the defense response will be a function of the species-specific defense repertoire, 8 genetic variations among strains, 26 characteristics of the threat, and context in which it occurs, all influenced by individual differences. §,27 As noted previously, each defense response is accompanied by changes in pain processing and sensory processing. Adaptations in pain processing-in particular, the different roles that analgesia plays in each separate defense responseensures that the animal is able to remain fully focused on the threat and to respond self-protectively, and that the animal's attention is not distracted by aversive body states such as injuries. Non-opioid analgesia accompanies the "active" defense responses (flight or fight), and opioid analgesia accompanies the "passive" defense responses (freezing, tonic immobility, collapsed immobility, and quiescent immobility). [28] [29] [30] Because opiates induce a state of well-being, it is probable that, during the passive defense responses, opioid analgesia functions on a subjective level to mitigate the intensity of subjective fear. Whereas pain processing has been extensively studied, comparatively little is known about the detailed dynamics of sensory processing during defensive mind-body states; of necessity, our scientific discussion of sensory processing as such (in the first nonclinical section of the article) is therefore limited.** Further information about pain † Rivers's term aggression is equivalent to fight; manipulative activity referred to complex behaviors that functioned to overcome or avoid danger; his term immobility is equivalent to freezing; and his term collapse encompassed both tonic and collapsed immobility (see his examples of a seal in tonic immobility and a human in collapsed immobility). 7 ‡ William Halse Rivers, 7 in 1920, was the first to propose a continuum of the instincts of self-preservation, at the end of which were instincts pertaining to the protection of the animal or person from danger-flight, aggression, manipulative activity, immobility, or collapse (including both tonic immobility and collapsed immobility). Subsequently, in 1967, Stanley Ratner 8 proposed a continuum of innate fear reactions that included startle, watchfulness (freezing), and, at the extreme end of the continuum, prolonged immobility (tonic immobility). He did not include flight or fight-described as such by Cannon in 1915 6 -in his continuum. Subsequently, a number of researchers noted that defense behaviors changed in a patterned manner as a predator approached (sometimes referred to as predatory imminence). [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] These efforts to describe responses to predatory imminence included freezing and flight or fight but did not include tonic immobility. Subsequent animal research took place in silos, with some researchers focusing on the responses identified in relation to predatory imminence and others focusing on tonic immobility. In 1997 and 2000, Peter Lang and colleagues 2, 14 introduced the phrase defense cascade and used the notion of predatory imminence to investigate human behavior. And in 2004, Stefan Bracha 15, 16 developed a broader human model that included not only the freeze, flight, and flight responses associated with predatory imminence but also tonic and collapsed immobility. § The study by Lanius and colleagues 27 investigated the responses of a husband and wife to traumatic script-driven imagery following a car accident in which they had been trapped, had watched a child burn to death, and had feared that they, too, would die. Whereas the husband experienced intense anxiety, arousal, and escapefocused cognitions (flight and fight), the wife experienced both numbness and a subjective sense of immobility (tonic immobility). ** For clinical articles regarding the primacy of data-driven processing-the processing of sensory impressions and perceptual characteristics-during trauma, see Halligan and colleagues (2003) 31 and Ehring and colleagues (2008). and fainting in the context of a blood phobia. 16, 35, 38, 39 To increase precision, we (the authors) use the term collapsed immobility to identify threat-induced fainting mediated by neural circuits involving the extended amygdala, hypothalamus, and periaqueductal gray, as in tonic immobility (see below), with the addition of cerebral ischemia mediating a loss of muscle tone and changes in consciousness. Another difference is that we identify freezing to be a flight-or-fight response put on hold. With these modifications, the defense cascade in humans involves the following action patterns or mind-body states: (1) arousal, the first step in activating the defense cascade; (2) flight or fight, an active defense response for dealing with threat; (3) freezing, which is a flight-or-fight response put on hold; (4) tonic immobility, a response to inescapable threat, or a strategy of last resort, when active defense responses have failed; (5) collapsed immobility, a variant of tonic immobility, in which muscle tone is lost and consciousness is compromised secondary to bradycardia-induced cerebral hypoxia;
‡ ‡ and (6) quiescent immobility, a state of quiescence that promotes rest and healing. This order differs from conceptualizations based on the distance of the predatory threat-in which freezing is discussed before flight or fight. 2, 8, 9, 17 As indicated above, the reason for reversing the order of the first two patterns or states is that freezing is best understood as an inhibited flightor-fight response, which therefore needs to be discussed first.
The human model is also more complex because humans make subjective representations of body states and endow their experiences with meaning, and because humans use their minds to create internally generated representations of threat-images of feeling states and events from the past or images of the imagined future-which, like real external threats, have the capacity to activate the body's defense systems in the absence of external threat. Fear states can therefore be induced by combinations of internal and external triggers, some of which will be accessible to conscious processing, and some not. 42 In this context it is important to note that, although we focus primarily on the role of phylogenetically old circuits underpinning innate animal and human defense responses, in humans these circuits are embedded within, and interact with, a broad array of more recently evolved neural circuits and networks involved in emotion regulation. Whenever necessary, these newer elements will be integrated into our discussion.
AROUSAL
Arousal is the first, necessary step in activating the defense cascade in both animals and humans (see Figures 1 and 2 and Supplemental Text Box 1, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A8, for more detail). It sometimes leads straight into the flight-or-fight response or, more commonly, into the freeze response. In some circumstances, arousal may also be followed directly by tonic immobility or collapsed immobility, specifically in circumstances where the latter responses have been primed by past experience. The hypothalamus plays a major role in arousal by increasing tone both in the sympathetic branch of the autonomic (visceromotor) nervous system and in the somatomotor nervous system (i.e., the striated muscles) (see Figures 1 and 2 and Supplemental Text Box 1, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A8). In states of high arousal, sympathetic activation causes vasoconstriction of blood vessels that supply the salivary glands, resulting in a dry mouth, increased tone in the proximal laryngeal muscles (alongside the back and postural muscles), and, in turn, a high-pitched voice (see Vignette 2) . In brief, all muscles, both smooth and striated, increase in tone; 41, 43 heart rate and respiration become more rapid; and posture is stabilized. The body is prepared for action.
Svetlana, a 35-year-old doctor in the midst of litigation, presented with a request for help in managing physiological symptoms of arousal. Her symptoms included sweating, a rapid heart rate, hyperventilation, and a sense of panic. Because of muscle tension in her back, neck, and calves, she found it difficult to settle down at night, and she experienced more myoclonic jerks as she was trying to get to sleep. Her sleep pattern was characterized by multiple arousals, during which she ruminated about the litigation. In the preceding months she had changed her eating pattern to multiple small meals because the food felt † † We utilize the term collapsed immobility to refer specifically to immobility accompanied by a loss of muscle tone, or flaccidity. By contrast, Rivers (1920) 7 used the term collapse to refer to both tonic and collapsed immobility responses, as described in vignettes within his chapter about the danger instincts. More recently, Baldwin (2013) 21 adopted Rivers's term collapse in his article about trauma responses. Baldwin appears to use the term inconsistently to refer to bradycardia, to freeze responses (as in Hofer [1970] 34 ), and to Baldwin's own construct of freeze-fright. It is not clear how Baldwin's construct of freeze-fright relates the well-established constructs of freezing and tonic immobility (also referred to as fright by Bracha 16 ) in the broader literature. ‡ ‡ We do not use Bracha's catchy mnemonic-freeze, flight, fight, fright, faint-to describe the defense cascade, 16 because the terms fright and effroi are commonly used by researchers to refer to individuals' experience of subjective fear rather than as synonyms for tonic immobility. 40 We also do not use the term faint, because fainting can be caused by many mechanisms unrelated to the neural circuits mediating the defense responses. Likewise, the term fear-induced fainting is nonspecific because such fainting can be caused by cerebral ischemia secondary to vagal mechanisms or by fear-induced hyperventilation. 41 Skeletal Muscle (Somatomotor) Activation Flight or fight is mediated through the lateral periaqueductal gray (LPAG), which activates the basic, stereotypical motor patterns of flight or fight-for example, attack, running, treading, burying (see Figures 1 and 2) . 24, 28, 47, 48 Direct projections from the amygdala and limbic forebrain activate specific areas within the LPAG to produce these basic patterns, which control not only limb muscles but also laryngeal muscles resulting in snarling, growling, and howling. 24, 48, 49 The LPAG, in turn, activates premotor centers in the pons and medulla, which then activate motor networks in the spinal cord or brain stem. 28, 47 Concomitant activation of cortical loops with the basal ganglia and cerebellum may then modulate those basic patterns, depending on the context and the overall strategy of defense. 50 Pattern of Autonomic (Visceromotor) Activation SYMPATHETIC Activation of autonomic centers in the dorsal hypothalamus causes a generalized sympathetic response that includes activation of the heart (increased heart rate and cardiac output) and increased vascular resistance in the viscera, which increases the perfusion pressure of tissues, especially the muscles, heart, and brain. 24, 28 Sympathetic activation of the adrenal medulla, which causes the release of circulating catecholamines, acts to amplify the sympathetic response. Sympathetic efferents to the gut inhibit routine digestive functions. The same hypothalamic regions also increase respiration to facilitate gas exchange through the lungs, in parallel to the increased perfusion of active tissues.
PARASYMPATHETIC At the same time that cardiac sympathetic tone is increased, vagal cardiac parasympathetic tone is reduced. According to current neurophysiological models, 3, 51 this process is mediated primarily by the efferent vagal fibers that originate from the nucleus ambiguous and that fire in synchrony with the respiratory cycle (respiratory-related cardiac vagal efferents) (see Supplemental Text Box 2, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A9).
Pain Processing
Flight or fight involves non-opioid analgesia, 28, 29 which can be evoked by activation of the LPAG. 28 Projections to the spinal cord block ascending pain signals. 30 
FLIGHT OR FIGHT IN HUMANS

Vignette 3. Flight or fight
Kitti was a 10-year-old girl living with her adopted parents on a country property. Kitti had suffered physical and sexual abuse when in the care of her biological mother. Sometimes when she was out shopping with her foster mother, Kitti would mistake a passing stranger to be her biological mother. At night, her memories now activated, Kitti would "see" her biological mother looking at her through her bedroom window. Faced with this threat, Kitti would run out of the house and into the paddocks. If her parents tried to stop her, Kitti would hit, kick, and bite them in her frantic efforts to get away. he scanned the empty room repeatedly and jumped at the slightest sound. During the assessment Jeremy became unnerved by the process, and in response to a clumsily asked question, his fear gave way to rage. He stood up suddenly, pushed his chair violently to the back of the room, and stood glaring at the therapist. Jeremy's face and body communicated his anger and readiness for action: his eyebrows were lowered and pulled together, his brow was furrowed, his nostrils were flared, his mouth was ajar to reveal his teeth, his lips were thin and tense, his breathing was heavy, and his large frame shook with pent-up energy. He screamed at the therapist to "back off."
When the misunderstanding regarding the therapist's clumsy question was resolved, Jeremy started to settle. He stated that this kind of response had been occurring with increasing frequency since returning from active service in Iraq. Jeremy reported that when out in public, he was constantly on the lookout for "trouble" and that, unfortunately, he often found it. He described a number of physical altercations-he had attacked other men on the basis of perceived provocation-that had occurred over the last 12 months. He told the therapist that although he could recall his initial angry response, he would then lose track of time. When he became self-aware again, he would find himself towering over the vanquished man lying on the ground.
Flight or fight*** is common. Traumatized or emotionally disturbed children often respond to commonplace stressors or traumatic triggers by running away or by exploding into a violent rage (see Vignette 3). In the chapter "Anger and Hatred" in The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals, Darwin described this mind-body state in the following words: "when in a violent rage," human children "roll on the ground on their backs or bellies, screaming, kicking, scratching or biting everything within reach." 1(p 236) In adults, flight-or-fight responses are commonly seen in traumatized individuals-for example, those with PTSD-whose hyperaroused state may shift into episodes of overwhelming rage (fight) or into escape from situations or contexts that trigger cognitive or somatic reminders of past trauma (flight). 52 In response to trauma scripts, patients with the reexperiencing/ hyperarousal response-as in PTSD-show decreased activation in anterior brain regions implicated in regulating arousal and emotion (ventromedial prefrontal cortex and rostral anterior cingulate cortex), decreased activation in the thalamus and occipital cortices, and increased activity in the amygdala and insula. [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] The increased amygdalar activation increases the probability that defense programs mediated by the amygdala-hypothalamus-PAG circuits (flight or fight; freezing) will be activated. And because the insula is involved in neural representations of body state-including acute sympathetic arousal-increased activity there reflects the individual's hyperaroused body state. 54, 57, 59 THE FREEZE RESPONSE: THE ANIMAL MODEL The freeze response is also referred to as attentive immobility, hyper-reactive immobility, and reactive immobility. It has been most extensively studied in rodents 45, 60 and monkeys (see Figure 3) . [61] [62] [63] Freezing occurs in the context of predatory threats-detection of a predator-or in laboratory situations where the animal is reexposed to a context or discrete cues that have previously been associated with an aversive event. 9, 46, 60, 61 In predator-prey interactions, this attentive immobility functions to decrease the likelihood of detection since the visual cortex of mammalian carnivores is programmed to detect moving objects. 16 Attentive immobility enables the animal to continue scanning the environment and readies the animal for an active response such as flight or fight. 16, 45, 61 In the laboratory situation, the fourth author has observed rats to freeze for periods as long as 20 minutes. In wild rodents, freezing up to a period of 60 minutes-at which point the researcher had to interrupt his observations-has been described.
† † †, 34 There can be marked differences in freezing within species across different genetic strains and research paradigms. 61, 64, 65 The components of the freeze response are described below and are visually depicted in Figures 1 and 2 .
Skeletal Muscle (Somatomotor) Activation
Freezing is a flight-or-fight response put on hold (see Figures 1  and 2 ). Activation of the ventrolateral periaqueductal gray (VLPAG)-the VLPAG brake-by the central nucleus of the amygdala imposes immobility, canceling any movement and forcing the animal to stay put. 46 In effect, the VLPAG puts a brake on LPAG output, thereby preventing expression of the flight-or-fight motor patterns (except vocalizations) triggered by the LPAG, but leaves intact the pathways coming from the hypothalamus that set muscle tone (see Figures 1  and 2 ). 46 Despite being immobilized, muscle tone is high: this combination results in the characteristic freeze response. In the rat, respiration during freezing is very rapid until the rat begins to vocalize ultrasonically, at which point the respiratory rate drops precipitously because ultrasonic vocalizations require long periods of expiration.
The pathways mediating immobility downstream to the VLPAG are not well understood. Based on current knowledge, the likely pathways for VLPAG outputs are as follows: the outputs may relay in the rostral ventral medulla to modulate premotor neurons that project to the spinal cord, or they may relay in the rostral ventral midbrain onto dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra; in either case, those neurons would modulate, in turn, motor loops in the striatum (basal ganglia), producing immobility. 66 Figure 3. Freezing in a rat. The rat is stopped in midmovement. Despite being immobilized, the rat remains alert; it continues to scan the environment; and its body is tense and poised for action. Its ears are flattened. If the predator attacks, freezing will give way to flight, and the rat will attempt to dart away to safety. *** Some authors equate avoidance of threat with flight or fight. Here we use flight or fight to refer only to situations where flight or fight is actively engaged. † † † In his wonderful article about prolonged immobility in wild rodents, Hofer 34 utilizes the term tonic immobility for immobility responses that are now referred to as freezing and the term feigned death for what is now termed tonic immobility. Hofer's descriptions of these states and the differences between them are very clear.
Pattern of Autonomic (Visceromotor) Activation
Freezing involves a coactivation of sympathetic and parasympathetic components.
SYMPATHETIC Sympathetic activation of the heart, lungs, gut, and other visceral tissues occurs in the same way as described for the flight-or-fight response and as shown in Figures 1 and 2 .
PARASYMPATHETIC According to Porges's polyvagal theory, 3 vagal tone-mediated by respiration-related vagal efferents from the nucleus ambiguous (NA) to the heart-is withdrawn. Instead, activation of non-respiration-related vagal efferents from the dorsal motor nucleus (DMN) takes place alongside sympathetic activation, opposes the sympathetic activation, and can cause a sudden drop in heart rate (see Supplemental Text Box 2, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A9). This drop is usually referred to as fear bradycardia. ‡ ‡ ‡,34
In most cases, however, the coactivation of the parasympathetic component will generate a bradycardic effect, manifesting as an attenuated tachycardia or with no change in heart rate. [68] [69] [70] This DMN-vagal inhibition of the heart is the autonomic equivalent of the immobility imposed on the somatomotor system. The cardiac brake is released when the animal switches back to flight or fight. 46 A number of parallel pathways that include projections from the amygdala and VLPAG to the DMN 28 are likely to mediate this inhibitory vagal response.
Pain Processing
The integrated freeze response includes an opioid-mediated analgesia, 28, 29 which is itself mediated by the PAG and the rostral ventromedial medulla pain circuit. 71 The sum total of the above-described processes is a frightened animal that is stopped in midmovement, highly aroused, and primed to respond, but that is not yet active. 34, 45, 60 If the predator attacks or, for example, the researcher attempts to pick up the rat, freezing gives way to flight or fight. The move to release the VLPAG and vagal brakes-that is, to switch from freezing to flight or fight-is probably initiated by the amygdala and brought about by an inhibition of the central nucleus of the amygdala, the main controller of the VLPAG.
THE FREEZE RESPONSE IN HUMANS
Vignette 5. Freezing
Mary, a 10-year-old girl, was at home when the kerosene that the family used to heat the house caught fire. Mary's mother picked up the burning can and shouted at Mary to open the door. Mary froze: her eyes wide in fear, her gaze fixated on the burning can, her body tense and tighta statue caught in mid-stance. Her mother attempted to leave the room without the assistance of Mary, who remained immobilized. As Mary's mother opened the door, the burning can fell from her hands, setting fire to Mary's puppies, which were positioned just outside the doorway. Roused into action, Mary ran to her mother to help put out the fire and possibly save her puppies.
Vignette 6. Freezing
Jian, a retired policeman, had worked in an area plagued by gangs. During his service, several of his friends had been badly injured there, and many had experienced high levels of fear when deployed on projects associated with the gangs. Although these events had taken place a long time ago, Jian remained vigilant and described his fear response in the following way. "I'll be walking along the street with my wife and I will see one of them-the body shape, the hairdo, the skin color, or the tattoo-in the distance. I stop. Conversation is suspended. I completely switch off from the person next to me. My body tenses. A cold shiver runs through me. My heart pounds, and I sweat. I am rooted to the spot. My focus is on the person, and I watch their every move. Nothing else exists. Are they steering away from me or toward me? Who are they? What are they doing? Are they looking at me? Why are they here? I stand there a long while, my body tense, rooted to the spot, analyzing. I stand there until I am satisfied that they are not following me. Then I come back to myself and move away. But my body takes hours to settle down. And that only happens when I am sure that they are not following me. If they come toward me, I am out of there."
Freezing in humans is a transient state that occurs at the very beginning of the threat experience and that involves heightened attention, enhanced vigilance to threat cues, and an activated, tense body poised for action. Typically a shortlived phenomenon (often lasting only a few seconds), it is accessible for conscious processing and subjective representation. Stilling of the body, measured by reductions in body sway 72 and coupled with a drop in heart rate, 73 has been interpreted as the human equivalent of freezing. Decreased body sway and heart rate (bradycardic effect) have been demonstrated in response to threatening stimuli (pictures of angry faces or of mutilation), social-threat stimuli, and states of anticipatory anxiety. [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] Functional magnetic resonance imaging studies-performed while negatively arousing (aversive) stimuli, including pictures of mutilation and injury in humans, are being processed-provide clear evidence of PAG activation 82, 83 and suggest increased functional connectivity between the amygdala and PAG, coupled with a bradycardic effect. 84 Individuals with a history of aversive life events show enhanced body stilling to aversive stimuli, suggesting that the freeze response can by primed by experience. 76 TONIC IMMOBILITY: THE ANIMAL MODEL Tonic immobility is a phylogenetically old defense response that occurs in a large number of species: insects, crustaceans, ‡ ‡ ‡ Fear bradycardia was first termed fright bradycardia by Abbot Gaunt and Carl Gans in 1969. 67 fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals, including primates and humans. 8, 85 The long-held uncertainty about the nature of this defense response is reflected by the many different names used to describe it (see Supplemental Text Box 3, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A10). Tonic immobility is usually a terminal defense used when flight or fight has failed, and the animal has been caught by a predator. Its function is to deactivate the predator's killing reflex or to discourage consumption, as many predators are reluctant to eat dead meat (see Figure 4) . 16, 45, 52, 85 In some species or strains within species, however, tonic immobility may be the front-line defense response to extreme threat, even when the animal is not restrained. 8, 26, 86 In laboratory settings, tonic immobility is elicited under conditions in which restraint and fear cooccur-for example, turning the animal upside down and restraining it until it stops struggling. Although the psychophysiological correlates of tonic immobility vary somewhat from one species to the next, the key clinical features are summarized in Supplemental Text Box 3, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A10.
Tonic immobility is a shutdown response mediated by phylogenetically old areas of the brain that appear to activate only when newer structures such as the amygdala are deactivated 88 and when freezing and flight or fight are switched off. [89] [90] [91] [92] Tonic immobility can be induced in animals without a cerebrum. 93 The components that make up tonic immobility are described below and are depicted visually in Figures 1 and 2 .
The Sensory Component Tactile sensory, proprioceptive, and visceral afferents, coupled with fear, trigger the tonic immobility response. The act of struggling with a predator elicits strong tactile sensory and proprioceptive stimuli. 8, 89 The VLPAG receives signals from deep somatic (muscle, joint) or visceral tissues via the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, from the parabrachial nucleus, 25, 94, 95 and from the vagal sensory nucleus (the solitary track nucleus). 28, 96 Tonic immobility appears to be triggered when these sensory inputs reach a critical threshold.
The Skeletal Muscle (Somatomotor) Component
The "waxy" immobility that characterizes tonic immobility is also mediated by activation of the VLPAG. 28, 47, 97 Because tonic immobility occurs when freezing and flight or fight are switched off, it can be conceptualized as the unhindered expression of VLPAG output (see Figures 1 and 2) . 47 Further downstream, descending projections either via the ventral medulla 98 or possibly directly to the motor neurons of the ventral horn of the spinal cord 99 mediate the immobility and loss of the righting reflex § § § that characterize tonic immobility. A more complex and recently discovered inhibitory pathway ascending from the VLPAG to the basal ganglia via the rostromedial tegmental nucleus and the dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra may also contribute to this immobility.**** ,66
Pattern of Autonomic (Visceromotor) Activation SYMPATHETIC Onset of tonic immobility in mammals is associated with a withdrawal of sympathetic activity, as is well documented in dogs and rats. 100, 101 PARASYMPATHETIC Many of the clinical and physiological features of tonic immobility-bradycardia, life-threatening arrhythmias, decrease in temperature, decrease in respiration, and defecation-appear to reflect parasympathetic activity If the latter, the rat will have a glassy, unfocused gaze. Because the animal has the appearance of being dead, tonic immobility is also known, following Darwin's terminology, as feigning death. 87 § § § The righting reflex refers to postural adjustments needed to correct the body's orientation when it is displaced from its upright position. **** In Parkinson's disease, loss of these dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra, rather than their inhibition, is responsible for immobility.
from the dorsal motor nucleus to the heart, lungs, and defense programs run by the enteric nervous system (see Supplemental Text Box 2, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A9). According to polyvagal theory, 3 the bradycardia seen during tonic immobility is mediated by the subpopulation of cardiac vagal neurons in the DMN-non-respiration-related neurons that are intermittently active 102 -that are also activated in orienting and freezing. The defense strategy of tonic immobility is potentially lethal, 101 as has been reported in many studies (see Supplemental Text Box 3, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A10). Dissection and ECG studies in dogs and rats, respectively, suggest that these deaths result from a parasympathetic surge combined with sympathetic withdrawal. 100, 101 In the dog, activation of a very small number of preganglionic efferent cardiac vagal fibers can initiate significant bradycardia and even cardiac arrest (Armour JA, personal communication, 2001) † † † † (see Supplemental Text Box 2, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A9). These autonomic changes are synchronized by the VLPAG, whose activation produces immobility, a fall in blood pressure, and bradycardia (see Supplemental Text Box 2, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A9). 47 
Pain Processing
The antinociceptive response elicited during tonic immobility is opioid mediated 103, 104 and involves activation of the PAG and the rostral ventromedial medulla pain circuit. 71 
TONIC IMMOBILITY IN HUMANS
Vignette 7. Tonic Immobility Sylvia, a nine-year-old girl born to a drug-addicted mother, was placed in her father's care after she was found on the streets, at four years of age, eating food from garbage cans. In addition to severe neglect, Sylvia had been sexually abused by her mother's boyfriends and had been exposed to domestic violence. Sylvia experienced a pervasive fear that she would somehow be separated from her father. At times, just the mention of a longer separation would elicit a shutdown response. Sylvia would stop talking, she would go pale, and her facial expression would become blank. Her body would go still, and be cool and clammy to the touch. Her father described it in the following words, "It is as if she is not at home, and when I look into her eyes, it's like looking into nothingness into the back of her eyes." On some of these occasions, Sylvia would start saying odd things, like "Daddy, you look so far away, it's like you're on the other side of the wall." Sylvia's father used gentle touch to help Sylvia shift out of such episodes.
Vignette 8. Tonic Immobility
Agata was a 32-year-old woman who, during childhood, had experienced neglect and physical and sexual abuse both within and outside of her family. In therapy sessions, when memories of sexual abuse were triggered, Agata would become pale and quiet. Her gaze would become unfocused and disconnected, and she would find it difficult to speak: her words emerged broken and incoherent. The therapist experienced the transference as a thick trancelike state within which it was difficult to think. The therapist would verbally identify Agata's state and talk to her in gentle, soothing tones, breathing slowly and calmly. Over time, Agata learned to focus on the therapist's voice and use it as a means of shifting herself back to the present, thereby shortening the episodes to a period of a few minutes. Agata described her experience in the following way. "I saw the face of my abuser looking at me. My body went cold, and I was paralyzed, locked in eye contact with his angry face, and disconnected from myself. I felt both trapped and distanced from myself." Vignette 9. Tonic Immobility Paulo, a 21-year-old army recruit stationed in Iraq, recalled his first experience of a firefight. While under insurgent fire in an armored troop carrier, his commander ordered the soldiers in the vehicle to dismount and engage the insurgents with small-arms fire. After finding a position of cover, Paulo came under direct fire from small arms and rocket-propelled grenades. He recalled lying behind a fallen power pole, immobilized by fear and feeling strangely detached from the situation. He was unable to lift his head, move his limbs, or aim his rifle. He recalled a sensation of being drawn to the ground, a heavy sensation that he could not resist. Despite hearing his commander on a radio giving him instructions, he was unable to respond. After an indeterminate period of time, he recalled gaining a sense of control over his body when a fellow soldier joined him, repeatedly hit him on his helmet, and told him to return fire, which he was then able to do.
‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ After a two-hour gun battle in which he took part, his troop returned to their base unharmed. It was only then that he realized he had been incontinent of both urine and feces.
In humans, tonic immobility may be elicited in a number of different scenarios: when the individual is cornered and perceives that neither escape nor fighting is possible; as a response of last resort when there is physical contact with a perpetrator and flight or fight is not possible or has failed; or as the individual's first-line response to trauma (or to recurrent memories of trauma), due either to priming in the context † † † † Andrew (Drew) Armour, now retired, was a professor in the Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology at Dalhousie University. He studied the autonomic system in dogs. ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ As noted by Rodger McLean (1922 McLean ( -2009 , an Australian Flying Officer in the Second World War, officers who trained pilots were able to break tonic immobility states in trainees-while at the controls, learning to fly-by using a firm voice devoid of fear to issue simple orders that the men had already learned and that were automatic: "flaps," "raise the stick," "rudder." McLean mentioned that he was told this tip by an older pilot, and it saved his life on several occasions. Trainers who had not learned the tip sometimes went down with the plane when trainees could not "unstick."
of previous experience or to other individual differences. Tonic immobility can occur from standing, seated, or supine positions. The dearth of studies of tonic immobility in humans make it difficult to clarify whether these variants of tonic immobility (acute responses and primed or habitual responses) are all mediated primarily by activation of neural circuits involving the extended amygdala, hypothalamus, and periaqueductal gray, or whether tonic immobility responses that are habitual may potentially also be activated via an alternate route-namely, the basal ganglia circuits involved in habitual behavior, also termed the dorsal striatal habit memory system.
105,106
Tonic immobility has been most often described in the sexual assault literature, where it is referred to as rape-induced paralysis, 107 and also in accounts given by shell-shocked soldiers, plane/car crash victims, and survivors of physical assault or attacks by wild animals (see Supplemental Text Box 3, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A10). According to individual accounts, tonic immobility in humans appears to present as a loss of the ability to move or call out and is thought to occur when a person is in imminent or actual (and great) danger, when a threshold of sympathetic arousal has been reached, but when escape or winning a fight is not possible or is perceived as not possible. Victims describe subjective experiences of fear, immobility, coldness, numbness and analgesia, uncontrollable shaking, eye closure, and dissociation (derealization and depersonalization), as well as a sense of entrapment, inescapability, futility, or hopelessness. This subjective experience parallels that of animals in tonic immobility. What is (presumably) different is that human victims also typically retain a vivid memory of the event.
Tonic immobility is also sometimes-but not alwaysincluded within the construct of peritraumatic reactions (which include symptoms of panic, dissociation, and sometimes tonic immobility). [107] [108] [109] Because tonic immobility includes a subjective experience of derealization and depersonalization, it has sometimes been conceptualized as a subtype of dissociation (see Supplemental Text Box 4, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A11). Lanius (2014) 110 hypothesizes that symptoms of derealization and depersonalization during tonic immobility and other dissociative states may be mediated by kappa opioids-also known as dynorphinsbecause their activation has been documented in experiments of tonic immobility in animals [111] [112] [113] and because they are known to cause disturbances in the perception of space and time, abnormal visual experiences, disturbances in bodyimage perception, and depersonalization and derealization in humans. 114, 115 It is also possible that changes in cerebral blood flow, secondary to bradycardia, contribute to perceptual disturbances. 116, 117 Some clinicians have proposed that catatonia may be a fear response that is phylogenetically related to tonic immobility 118 (see Supplemental Text Box 5, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A12). A key difficulty in assessing the potential overlaps with these clinical constructs is the dearth of studies that utilize standardized questions about the individual's subjective experience of immobility or that directly assess motor and autonomic state.
A review of available data suggests that tonic immobility, peritraumatic dissociation, and dissociative PTSD may be mediated by a shared neural network involving amygdala deactivation, absence of sympathetically mediated arousal symptoms (decreased skin conductance and an absence of heart rate increases), parasympathetic activation (a decrease in heart rate in some studies, presumably reflecting a DMNmediated bradycardia), and analgesia. 27, 56, [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] Imaging studies using traumatic scripts have demonstrated that patients with dissociative PTSD have the opposite response pattern from patients with the reexperiencing/hyperarousal PTSD (as described above in "Flight or Fight in Humans"). The dissociative pattern of response involves hyperactivity of anterior brain regions associated with arousal and emotion regulation § § § § (medial prefrontal cortex; rostral and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex), 55, 120 lack of amygdala activation to trauma narrative (the amygdala is inhibited by the anterior brain regions previously mentioned), 120 changes in connectivity and activation of the right anterior insula, 55, 127, 128 and increased activity in areas in the temporal cortices. Interestingly, Lanius and colleagues 55 reported that a third of patients showed both types of responses in a single experimental session: reexperiencing symptoms in response to one script and dissociative symptoms in response to another. These results highlight that traumatized individuals can seamlessly shift from one mind-body state to another, and may show a complex pattern of symptom presentation. and fainting in the context of a blood phobia. 16, 35, 38, 39 Although certain animal species-for example, rabbits, opossums, tegus lizards, and hummingbirds***** (see Figure 5 and Supplemental Text Box 3, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A10)-sometimes respond to forced restraint or capture with collapsed immobility rather than tonic immobility, the upright § § § § Animal EEG data suggest that tonic immobility is associated with a biphasic cortical response: increased cortical arousal during induction and early stages of tonic immobility and decreased cortical arousal in later stages (see Supplemental Text Box 3). How these findings translate to humans is not known (see Supplemental Text Box 3 for a discussion). ***** Although there is no separate model of collapsed immobility (vs. tonic immobility) in the scientific literature, the term death feint has been used in the literature, 85 and many astute observers have documented the phenomenon of collapsed immobility-where the animal goes completely limp-in newspaper interviews (see interview of wildlife biologist Joy Vinci of the University of Florida) posture of humans makes them especially prone to the bradycardia-induced hypoxia that leads to collapsed immobility. 34 The same neural network mediates both tonic immobility (characterized by a waxy hypertonicity) and collapsed immobility (characterized by a loss of muscle tone). Like tonic immobility, collapsed immobility can occur from standing, seated, or supine positions, although it is most likely in the standing or seated positions. In collapsed immobility, as in tonic immobility, a DMN parasympathetic surge results in sudden bradycardia or asystole. Unlike what happens in tonic immobility, however, the associated decrease in cerebral blood flow is greater in collapsed immobility and leads to hypoxia. This hypoxic brain state disrupts the signals from the brain stem that ordinarily maintain muscle tone, rendering the individual both immobile and collapsed. In response to brain hypoxia, the individual also experiences a change in his or her level of consciousness, ranging from compromised consciousness to a complete loss of consciousness (syncope). 116, 117 In some individuals cerebral hypoxia can compromise inhibitory control and manifest as increased anxiety, panic, weeping, or moaning. 116, 117 Individual variations in physiology and in sensitivity to hypoxia 116 are likely to determine whether the immobility response will be tonic or collapsed immobility.
COLLAPSED IMMOBILITY: THE HUMAN MODEL
Vignette 10. Collapsed Immobility
Adoni, a 10-year-old boy living with his mother and stepfather, presented with episodes of fainting. The relationship between Adoni's parents had deteriorated, and Adoni described the verbal and physical violence between them in graphic detail. The visual and auditory images of the violence disrupted Adoni's sleep at night and intruded into his mind during the day. Subsequent to each outbreak of violence-some of which needed police interventionAdoni's anxiety would escalate, and he would experience a fainting episode or a series of fainting episodes. Adoni had no memory of these episodes: he would wake up and find himself lying on the ground.
Vignette 11. Collapsed Immobility
Bettina, a 23-year-old university student, had been emotionally neglected as a child and adolescent. Throughout childhood, Bettina's key psychological strategy for managing distressing emotions was to avoid conflict with others and to push distressing emotions out of mind. Following a fight with her boyfriend, Betinna began to suffer from fainting spells: at times, following the faint, Bettina would display arrhythmic jerking of her arms of legs. When Bettina visited her doctor, her faints were reproduced on blood taking: Bettina became suddenly pale, clammy, and cold, and her doctor noticed a sudden collapse of her veins before the faint.
Vignette 12. Collapsed Immobility
Jean-Luc, a 20-year-old science student, was asked to prepare pithed frogs for a physiology practical class. Pithing consists in sliding a 10-cm rod (pith) from the first vertebra down into the vertebral column and then up into the cranial cavity to destroy both the spinal cord and the brain before removing organs (e.g., the heart). The procedure had to be done quickly and with great precision. This was Jean-Luc's first attempt, and he was obviously afraid of missing and of hurting the animal. As he grabbed the slimy frog in one hand and the pith in the other, he was already sweating and shaking. He bent the head of the frog, inserted the pith, pushed it down toward the vertebral column, but missed. The pith went down the thorax and abdomen, piercing the lungs and diaphragm. Terrified, he tried again but missed a second time, and a third. Suddenly, Jean-Luc's body began to jerk (myoclonic jerks), and he fainted. A few minutes later he recovered consciousness, pale and shaken.
Vignette 13: Collapsed Immobility
When a shell had exploded in his vicinity while on the front lines during the First World War, Roland fainted and soiled his pants. He was hospitalized and eventually sent home with a diagnosis of shell shock. Many years later Roland still avoided festivities that involved firework displays. The sound of fireworks made him panicky, and he would sometimes lose consciousness and soil himself. His friends noted that in such circumstances Ronald typically became panicked and sweaty, turned pale, fell to his knees, and then slid into unconsciousness. Sometimes his body trembled as it lay on the ground.
Vignette 14: Collapsed Immobility
Danae was 14-year-old adolescent with left cerebral atrophy of unknown origin (unchanging over time) and a history both of absence seizures (well controlled on medication) and non-epileptic seizures (twitching and tonic/ clonic-like movements). Danae's non-epileptic seizures had occurred in the context of episodes of high arousal involving anxiety and hyperventilation. During these episodes her pCO2 had dropped to 20 mm Hg (from a baseline of 34 mm Hg), leading to changes in consciousness and abnormal movements. Danae had learned to prevent these episodes by controlling her breathing. Subsequently, Figure 5 . Collapsed immobility in an opossum. The trunk and limbs are limp and immobile. The animal has the appearance of being dead. The term death feint has been used to describe collapsed immobility in animals. 85 however-in the context of school examinations, when she became overwhelmed by fear and anxiety-she presented with episodes of sudden fainting accompanied by incontinence. EEG telemetry remained the same, and the episodes went away following the examination period. It was explained to the family that when sympathetic arousal reached a threshold, the parasympathetic nerve to the heart and the bladder could be activated. This caused Danae to faint and her bladder to release. Vignette 15: Collapsed Immobility "As army surgeon, I had once to be present at the execution of some brigands. It was a summary judgment. A major of the bersaglieri [a distinguished unit of the Italian army] put a few questions to one or two, then turning to the captain said simply: 'Shoot them.' Some were dumbfounded and stood open-mouthed, petrified; others seemed indifferent. I remember one lad, of scarcely twenty years of age, who mumbled replies to a few questions, then remained silent, in the position of a man warding off a fatal blow, with lifted arms, extended palms, the neck drawn between the shoulders, the head held sideways, the body bent and drawn backwards. When he heard the dreadful word, he emitted a shrill, heart-rending cry of despair, looked around him, as though eagerly seeking something, then turned to flee and rushed with outspread arms against a wall of the court, writhing, and scratching it as though trying to force an entrance between the stones, like a [polyp] clinging to a rock. After a few screams and contortions, he suddenly sank to the ground, powerless and helpless, like a log. He was pale and trembled as I have never seen anyone tremble since; it seemed as though the muscles had been turned to a jelly which was shaken in all directions." 130(p 145) QUIESCENT IMMOBILITY: THE ANIMAL MODEL Quiescent immobility is a reaction to "deep or inescapable" pain, chronic injury, injury by a predator, or defeat by a conspecific, and to states of exhaustion (where recuperation is needed) after a period of acute stress, once the animal has returned to a safe environment. 46, 47, 131, 132 It differs from pain responses to noxious stimulation of surface areas of the body, which trigger an active defense response-namely, moving the body part away from the source of pain. In rodents, quiescent immobility involves the cessation of all ongoing spontaneous activity, hyporeactivity (absence of orientation, startle response, and vocalization), hypotension, and bradycardia. 47, 131 Given the model presented in this article, quiescent immobility should be understood as yet another variant of VLPAG-mediated immobility, whose neural components are detailed in the earlier section on tonic immobility.
QUIESCENT IMMOBILITY IN HUMANS
In humans, like animals, quiescent immobility is an adaptive response that occurs in response to severe visceral, skeletal, muscle, or joint pain (see Vignette 16) or to a stressful event (see Vignette 17) . When quiescent immobility is prolonged beyond the period needed for physical healing, it becomes maladaptive. It is possible that some chronic pain and fatigue syndromes-for example, complex regional pain syndrome type 1-may represent quiescent immobility in maladaptive forms. Because of the dearth of literature specifically addressing quiescent immobility in humans, it is not possible to explore this subject further at this time.
Vignette 16. Quiescent Immobility Following Visceral Pain
Hendrik, a 60-year-old academic, had avoided gall bladder surgery despite recurrent episodes of abdominal pain, belching, not eating, and stools of no color-which occurred, over a period of decades, whenever he passed a gall stone. The episode that precipitated surgery-involving the passage of a larger stone that became impacted in the bile duct and that eventually exited into the duodenum through a fistula-occurred during a holiday when Hendrik was unable to access medical help. "The pain was severe. As it moved it cut through me like a blade. For four days I didn't eat, I scarcely drank, and I stayed absolutely still."
Vignette 17. Quiescent Immobility Following Emotional Pain
Phillip, a 40-year-old accountant, had spent many years recovering from a childhood and adolescence characterized by neglect and abuse. He was an only child, and his mother struggled to raise him despite her emotional dysregulation and her drug and alcohol problems. Phillip described his mother's behavior as unpredictable and often violent. He coped by distancing himself from his mother and seeking solace in work and in his intimate relationship. In recent months, Phillip's mother unexpectedly called him, seeking connection and forgiveness. He reported little in the way of emotional reaction, but his partner noted that he subsequently experienced hypersomnia, anergia, amotivation, social withdrawal, reduced appetite, and weight loss. He found the experience puzzling and denied symptoms of depression. He found that the feelings passed after several days. Only in hindsight did he attribute it to the contact with his mother.
THE DEFENSE CASCADE AND IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE
In this final clinical section of the article we touch upon the types of interventions-and possible mechanisms underlying these interventions-that can be used by clinicians and patients to manage the mind-body states that are the human expression of the defense cascade. It must be noted upfront that many treatments for trauma-related symptoms, including those related to the defense cascade, are in their infancy and that there is a pressing need for research to assess their efficacy and elucidate their underlying mechanisms. That said, we and other clinicians have found the interventions presented here to be useful and important in helping patients manage their defense responses.
In this section we utilize the terms defense responses, defense states, mind-body states, and action patterns interchangeably to refer to coordinated patterns of motorautonomic-sensory response that are accompanied by a subjective component-the individual's subjective experience of his or her body state. In addition, we use the term somatic in its original meaning from the Greek, to refer to the body as a whole. In this context, the term somatic interventions refer to bottom-up interventions that involve the body and that utilize all types of sensory inputs: those originating within the body (interoceptive 133 and proprioceptive 134 ) and those from outside the body (sight, sound, light touch). Interoceptive inputs are mediated by autonomic afferents (see Supplemental Text Box 6, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A13), proprioceptive inputs are mediated by proprioceptive afferents, and sensory inputs from outside the body are mediated by the classic and special sensory pathways. We use the term sensorimotor-as in sensorimotor interventions † † † † † -in a broad way to refer to body interventions that involve both sensory (interoceptive, proprioceptive, and classic sensory) and motor components. Our neural systems perspectivewhich conceptualizes the extended amygdala-hypothalamic-PAG circuits as embedded in a larger neural network involved in somatic and emotion regulation (see Supplemental Text Box 6, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A13)-suggests that there may be multiple ways, both nonpharmacological and pharmacological, in which activity and connectivity in the neural network may be modulated either to decrease the probability that the defense responses will be activated or to facilitate shifts of mind-body state.
Before proceeding further, we highlight the importance of the therapeutic relationship itself: in working with traumatized patients, therapists typically use that relationship as a means of helping patients to regulate their physiological arousal. Because the social-engagement system is interconnected with the autonomic regulation of the heart and lungs, the process of engaging with the patient (even in small ways through the use of gaze, tone of voice, or rhythm) can promote a concurrent shift in sympathovagal balance-upregulation of vagal activity and downregulation of sympathetic activity-to a mind-body state of interpersonal connectedness and physiological calm. 3, 139, 140 This use of the therapeutic relationshipthe dyadic regulation of affect-builds on developmental processes in which the attachment figure acts as a psychobiological regulator, and regulation is a dyadic interpersonal achievement. 141, 142 Different models of therapy have different ways of describing this safe, physiologically calm, therapeutic dimension, whether defined spatially or interpersonally: secure base, intersubjective relational context, relational or psychobiological attunement, or the dyadic regulation of affect. Whatever its description, this dimension represents the interpersonal space within which all other therapeutic work with traumatized patients is done. It is in that setting that the patient learns to regulate arousal and tolerate intense emotions that would otherwise trigger high states of arousal and potentially activate the defense cascade. When defense responses are activated in the context of therapy, therapists use a range of interventions, all building upon the therapeutic relationship, to help patients shift out of the given defense state and to return, eventually, to a state of calm.
CLINICAL INTERVENTIONS THAT DECREASE AROUSAL
Because innate defense responses are activated in contexts of high arousal, interventions that decrease arousal are used by therapists to help patients maintain arousal within an optimal range-not too high and not too low-also called the window of tolerance.
143(p 26) From a neural-systems perspective, arousal-decreasing interventions can be understood as modifying mind-body states via a number of mechanisms: (1) change in sympathovagal balance, (2) downregulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, and (3) downregulation of limbic activity or reactivity. As described below, interventions may utilize a somatic approach (which targets the body proper), a brain approach that targets limbic areas (working, in effect, from the bottom up), or a brain approach that targets cortical areas involved in emotion/somatic regulation (working, in effect, from the top down).
Somatic Approaches to Decreasing Arousal
Arousal can be modulated by somatic interventions that increase vagal tone. Breathing interventions-including controlled breathing, slow-breathing techniques (from yoga and other Eastern disciplines), coherence breathing, brahmari breathing ("bee breath," also from yoga), and breathing at ones resonant frequency-utilize a decrease in respiratory rate, prolonged expiration (pranayama), breathing against airway resistance, or vibration of the airway to reduce physiological arousal [144] [145] [146] (see Supplemental Text Box 7, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A14). The mechanism by which voluntary breathing, as in these exercises, helps to restore sympathovagal balance is not well understood.
In general, the gating of vagal activity by respiration is mediated centrally; cardiac vagal neurons from the nucleus ambiguous sit in close proximity to neurons involved in respiration and modulate heart function in synchrony with the respiratory cycle, with the consequence that if the breathing rate slows, vagal activity is automatically upregulated. 102, 145 It appears likely that in patients suffering from emotional disorders, this central respiratory-gating mechanism may be dysregulated and that training in slow breathing may reset the mechanism by strengthening vagal tone. The other dimensions of breathing interventions-for example, the use of † † † † † Therapies that focus primarily on movement and sensation-focused mindedness are referred to by a number of names, including somatic experiencing, SIBAM (sensation, image, behavior, affect, meaning) model of bottom-up processing, and sensorimotor approach to psychotherapy. [135] [136] [137] [138] resistance or vibrations-are likely to engage a different mechanism, the peripheral activation of vagal lung afferents. 145, 147 Although it is not yet known how this peripheral activation of vagal afferents works to influence the central respiratorygating mechanism, such activation will, in theory, activate central parasympathetic representations and deactivate sympathetic-related regions and neurotransmitter systems at higher levels (see Supplemental Text Box 7, http://links. lww.com/HRP/A14). 59, 139, [148] [149] [150] Importantly, many of the interventions that mothers use to soothe infants-patting, rocking, singing-are likely to rely on the activation of interoceptive, proprioceptive, and classic sensory afferents.
Acupuncture has long been used in Asian medicine to treat stress-related disorders, and it is increasingly being used in Western medicine. 151 Studies suggest that acupuncture may function by downregulating brain systems involved in activating the HPA axis and the sympathetic arm of the autonomic system. [152] [153] [154] Voluntary regular exercise is another means of lowering arousal, apparently by modulating amygdala reactivity 155, 156 (see Supplemental Text Box 1, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A8). The muscle contraction that occurs during exercise also causes intracellular perturbations that disturb metabolic homeostasis, thereby promoting a broad range of adaptive responses and increasing overall resilience in response to stress. 157, 158 Even gentle movement is likely to have a significant impact; yoga, tai chi, qigong, and progressive muscle relaxation, practiced along with breathing and mindfulness interventions, are integral components of many healing traditions. 144 Since, in the short term, exercise increases arousal (though the ultimate goal and result is to decrease arousal), some patients will need to start with forms of exercise, such as gentle yoga posture or other exercises with simple movements, that raise arousal in small increments. Sudden large increases in arousal may have the unwanted effect of mimicking sensations experienced during trauma and may consequently trigger flight or fight, tonic immobility, or collapsed immobility.
Bottom-Up Brain Approaches to Decreasing Arousal
Pharmacological agents used to treat anxiety disordersbenzodiazepines, clonidine, propranolol, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, and dual serotonin and norephinephrine reuptake inhibitors-are thought to inhibit the amygdala and other limbic structures by acting on alpha, beta, GABA, or serotonin receptors in the amygdala, hypothalamus, or PAG. [159] [160] [161] [162] The disadvantage of medications is that, unlike nonpharmacological interventions, they involve no skillbuilding element that would help individuals to actively induce shifts in brain-body state or that would, in effect, train their brains to process information in different ways. Subsequent discontinuation of medication-and with it, the removal of limbic inhibition-will potentially leave the individual prone to experiencing strong limbic reactivity to new stressors, without having brought about any long-term changes in information processing. 160 But if medication is complemented by other interventions that are capable of effecting longterm change, the use of medication for a determinate period may help the patient to maintain arousal at a manageable level while the other treatment proceeds. Numerous other interventions-which utilize implicit training techniques designed to modify attention and attentional biases to threat stimuli-are currently being developed. 163, 164 Top-Down Brain Approaches to Decreasing Arousal Mindfulness meditation appears both to enhance prefrontal cortex (PFC) activity and downregulate amygdala activity. 165, 166 Mindfulness has been defined as a particular form of attention: an open-focus attention that involves the ability to direct and maintain a nonjudgmental, moment-by-moment, accepting awareness of the present-canvassing thoughts, feelings, and physical sensations-without attending to any one sensory object in particular. 167 Because mindfulness engages different networks from those that are harnessed during narrative generation and ruminative thoughts about the self, 166 the practice of mindfulness enables individuals to enter a mind-body state that is different from mind-body states connected with trauma and from states in which individuals ruminate about the traumatic past. Many trauma therapists use a form of mindfulness-somatic micro-trackingto help patients attend to minute shifts in somatic state and to allow themselves to experience defensive action patterns, or to finish enacting them, in an accepting and nonjudgmental way. 136, 138, 143, 168, 169 Various other techniques-for example, "open focus," a form of EEG biofeedback-use shifts in attention to induce high-amplitude alpha waves in the EEG, which are associated with reduced brain-body arousal. 170 Whereas the beta range (13-50 Hz) is associated with narrow attention and is the zone in which we carry out task-focused activities, the alpha range (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) Hz) is produced during alert relaxed states, including states of mindfulness and other states characterized by open-focus attention, and the theta range (4-8 Hz) is produced when deeply relaxed, day dreaming, or falling asleep. 170, 171 EEG studies reveal a significant increase in alpha and theta activity during mindfulness meditation. 171 Finally, interventions that attempt to verbally facilitate reappraisal of the individual's threat expectancies (as in cognitive therapy without the exposure component ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ), 172, 173 that target imaginary rescripting of the trauma narrative, 174 or that induce and maintain a mind state of optimism, compassion, hope, and expectancy (as in spiritual beliefs in a loving and protective Other) 169, [175] [176] [177] may function to reduce arousal by downregulating the HPA axis, 178 downregulating sympathetic activation, 172 and modulating immune function to respond in more adaptive ways. 175, 179, 180 Importantly, because the HPA axis, sympathetic system, and immune ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ ‡ Cognitive-behavioral therapy is an umbrella term that includes both cognitive (e.g., identification and challenging of thoughts and beliefs) and behavioral (e.g., exposure and behavioral activation) components. system interact reciprocally as part of a larger stress-regulation system, downregulation of one system will have a correlative impact on the functioning of the other systems. 41, 181 CLINICAL INTERVENTIONS THAT TARGET THE PROCESSING OF TRAUMATIC MEMORIES Since memories of past trauma can activate the body's arousal systems-resulting in arousal, the precondition of activating the defense cascade-interventions that target memory processing and that aim to desensitize the individual to the traumatic memories are an integral component of many approaches to therapy for past trauma, including cognitivebehavioral therapy (CBT), eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR), and tapping. When traumatic memories are successfully processed, the physiological markers of arousal likewise decrease. 160, [182] [183] [184] [185] [186] Dynamic psychotherapists also see themselves as working toward the same goals; that is, in successful therapies, patients come to understand, tolerate, and reinterpret traumatic memories. 187 CBT interventions for past trauma are thought to work by engaging the PFC-hippocampus-amygdala system (see Supplemental Text Box 6, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A13). These interventions-which potentially include repeated exposure to traumatic memories and cognitive-restructuring techniques that aim to teach more realistic appraisals of the trauma-are thought to be a form of extinction learning in which conditioned fear responses are inhibited by new learning of safe associations, a process that involves top-down inhibition of the amygdala by the PFC and hippocampus. 188 PFC function has been found to be enhanced during CBT interventions. 160, 182 A subgroup of patients-those who demonstrate excessive recruitment of the amygdala and intense somatic arousal-do not respond therapeutically to CBT interventions. [189] [190] [191] Instead, their arousal response is paradoxically amplified during the intervention-habituation does not occur-thereby reinforcing the aversive nature of the memory and increasing the probability that flight or fight, tonic immobility, or collapsed immobility may be activated. In an effort to address this problem, some treatment programs implement phase-based approaches that assess affect-regulation skills or tolerance of intense interoceptive sensations prior to CBT or other forms of exposure therapy. 187, [192] [193] [194] Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing also uses imaginary exposure-bringing the unresolved memory and its affective and somatic components into mind-to trigger sympathetic arousal, and asks the individual to hold the memory while tracking the therapist's fingers or moving his or her eyes from side to side in response to bilateral tones. [195] [196] [197] Although the mechanisms underpinning EMDR have yet to be identified, neuroimaging studies document changes in processing and brain connectivity following EMDR treatment, with a discernible shift in firing from prefrontal and limbic regions to the fusiform and visual cortex during exposure to the traumatic script. 198, 199 Arousal in response to the traumatic script also decreases. [183] [184] [185] [186] For a discussion of possible mechanisms underlying EMDR, see Lanius and Bergmann (2014) . 200 Like CBT and EMDR, the tapping technique-also known as energy psychology or the emotional freedom techniqueuses imaginal exposure along with three additional elements: awareness of body state, the act of tapping a series of acupuncture points on the body, and repeating certain phrases related to the negative event in an accepting way. 201 The putative mechanisms underlying this intervention are unknown, and further outcome studies are needed.
What is intriguing about EMDR and tapping is the use of movement and somatic tracking-the patient is asked to become aware of somatic sensations-as key elements of these interventions. Because action tendencies and somatic states are so closely tied to traumatic states, it is possible that engagement of motor and sensory systems facilitates changes in the processing of trauma-related material.
Clinical Interventions Specific to Managing Defensive Mind-Body States
In this final section we briefly touch upon interventions that can be used within the therapy context to help patients manage the other specific mind-body states-freeze, flight or fight, tonic immobility, or collapsed immobility-that make up the human defense cascade. Akin to traumatic memories (fixed and repeating visual memories), defensive mind-body states can be conceptualized as a set of fixed and repeating action patterns, visceromotor memories, dispositional representations, § § § § § or procedural representations that arose in response to the original trauma, that are automatically reactivated again and again by environmental triggers reminiscent of the trauma, and that remain uncompleted, unprocessed, and stuck in time. 202 When defensive mind-body states are conceptualized in this way, it follows that interventions that help patients process these fixed action patterns will need to be delivered on a somatic (body) level, enabling the processing of the interoceptive sensations and movements that make up the action pattern, and freeing the patient from reenacting the given action pattern time and time again. Sensations-the subjective representations of specific patterns of autonomic and sensory activation-need to be mindfully tracked until they dissipate and are replaced by new sensations. [135] [136] [137] [138] 169, 203 The fixed action pattern needs to be mindfully and slowly brought to completion, thereby disrupting its "stuck" quality and allowing it to be replaced by new action patterns (see Vignette 17) . [135] [136] [137] [138] 203 From a clinical perspective, the defense cascade can be understood as a hierarchical behavioral framework in which patients typically shift from one action pattern to another § § § § § Damasio 20 uses the term dispositional representations to describe patterns of neurological activity that dispose the individual to behave in particular ways. Other terms used to refer to the same concept include action patterns, innate motor responses, patterned states of muscular tension in readiness for action, and preparatory protective actions. 136, 137 action pattern in an established order. Likewise, recovery would be expected to follow the reverse order. That is, in our clinical work, we have found that patients in tonic immobility, for example, are most likely to shift into a state of flight or fight or extreme arousal because in humans, either of these states can precede tonic immobility (see Vignettes 15 and 18) . Patients' individual patterns of shift can often be identified by asking the patient to carefully describe their somatic experiences. More generally, understanding the progression of different states in the defense cascade will enable the therapist to make predictions (both in general and, in time, for each individual patient) and to help patients understand, and be less frightened and surprised by, the sudden shifts from one body state to another. In both children and adults, animal stories can be used to explain these mind-body states. 135 Vignette 18: Shifts Between Defensive Mind-Body States Awa was a 35-year-old woman who, as a child, had been sexually abused by her grandfather, neglected by her drug-addicted parents, and subjected to a range of other dangers while roaming the streets as a child. Anxious about the upcoming anniversary of her grandfather's death-she was amnestic with regard to the previous year's anniversary-Awa requested and obtained a planned admission to ensure that she would not be alone. On the day marking the anniversary, Awa woke up complaining of agitation and hypersensitivity to sounds: she paced around the garden and startled when her nurse spoke to her (a state of increased arousal). When Awa's therapist arrived for a scheduled session, Awa was sitting very still on her bed and staring out the window with a glazed look in her eye. Her pulse was 46 beats a minute. The therapist spoke softly to inform Awa of her presence, and asked Awa to focus on her feet and to press her feet into the ground so that she could feel its firmness. She then asked Awa to focus on her breathing, and sat with her while they breathed in synchrony together. Awa's breathing became suddenly more abrupt, and her gaze more focused. Her hands became clenched into fists (a state of flight or fight). The therapist asked Awa to focus on the movement that wanted to happen and to follow it in a mindful way.
Shifting out of Tonic Immobility
Patients who enter a state of tonic immobility are disconnected from the therapist and also disconnected from the self. Most interventions that aim to help patients shift out of the state of tonic immobility involve the use of bottom-up somatic strategies-coupled with mindfulness-to heighten somatosensory signals. For patients who have lost awareness of body state, the goal is to reactivate representations of body state-by focusing on interoceptive, proprioceptive, or touch sensations-thereby allowing the patient to become aware of his or her body (see Supplemental Text Box 6, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A13). 59, 204 For patients who are acutely aware of sensations but who are unable to move, the goal is to initiate a progressive approach that will, in stages, lead to the termination of tonic immobility. The patient would begin by attending to interoceptive signals (e.g., the sensation of breathing), then to the movements associated with those interoceptive signals (e.g., the movement of the chest during breathing), and then to the proprioceptive signals indicating, for example, patterns of muscle tension or body postures-ultimately leading the patient to enact the movements associated with these patterns or postures. In this way the therapist uses a step-wise approach that helps the patient focus on interoceptive signals as a precursor to the proprioceptive signals associated with small movements or attempts to move.
Commonly used sensorimotor interventions help patients focus attention on interoceptive, proprioceptive, and classic sensory sensations as a means of orientating them back to the here and now-often referred to as grounding interventions. 136, 138, 143, 203, 205, 206 As a means of improving patients' awareness of interoceptive sensations, they can be asked to attend to and track internal body sensations. In this context, patients may be asked to put one hand on the abdomen and the other hand over the heart (the intensity of sensations can be accentuated by pressure from the fingers or by the addition of humming/chanting****** to induce vibrations within the chest and abdomen). Attention to exteroceptive sensations may be facilitated by having patients tap or rub parts of the body, by having them feel water running or air moving over the body, and so on. As noted previously, therapists of all orientations utilize eye gaze and voice to connect with patients and to cut through the state of disconnection that typifies tonic immobility. Commonly used grounding interventions also include feeling one's feet on the ground (which can be accentuated by having patients stomp their feet, massage their legs, or shift the body's weight to the toes, heels, and sides of the feet), feeling the chair pressing on one's back, and feeling the firmness of the wall with one's hands.
Theoretically, movement is incompatible with tonic immobility and will, of necessity, induce a change of mind-body state. 207 Motor interventions commonly used to help patients shift out of states of tonic immobility-or to prevent that state from being activated when distressing memories are being processed during the session-include the following: standing up (to increase proprioceptive signals), walking, raising the arms or stretching the body in some way, conducting therapy while the patient is sitting on a ball (which requires constant attention to proprioceptive signals to keep one's balance), and as further discussed in the section below on freezing, the actual enactment of sensed motor-dispositional representations (of running away, punching, kicking, and other protective actions) that cannot be completed while in tonic immobility. 136, 143 Importantly, some patients will find it easier to feel their bodies if they are moving. 208 The practice of mindfulness-attending fully to the somatic sensation or body movement-is a key component of ****** In Eastern traditions the voo or om sounds are commonly used. 136, 144 Fear and the Defense Cascade Harvard Review of Psychiatry www.harvardreviewofpsychiatry.org all these interventions and is likely to amplify their effect. But what is the mechanism? As has long been known, focusing one's attention onto a body part increases blood flow in that part of the body, 1, 209, 210 and increased blood flow, especially coupled with mindful attention to the body, would activate additional autonomic afferent inputs back to the brain, increasing neural activity at multiple levels of representation, including the insulae, where subjective representations of body state are thought to be activated (see Supplemental Text Box 6, http://links.lww.com/HRP/A13). 59, 211 Thus, in theory, mindful acceptance and exploration of body sensations further amplifies body signals-thereby bringing the insula back on line, while simultaneously engaging the PFC, thereby allowing for top-down modulation of the amygdala. The practice of fostering a state of engaged, but nonreactive, curiosity (mindfulness) helps the individual decouple the physical sensations from the associated feelings of fear. 136, 138, 169 Importantly, as was suggested earlier, breaking the state of tonic immobility may sometimes plunge the individual into flight or fight 136 or, alternatively, into a state of very high arousal (see Vignette 18) . Also as suggested earlier, the therapist and patient may need to prepare for that possibility.
Shifting out of Freezing
Freezing-flight or fight put on hold-is a mind-body state characterized by a narrow focus of attention: the individual is focused on the threat (see Vignettes 5 and 6) and is primed to respond, though not yet active. Shifting out of the freeze response is likely to land the patient in flight or fight or, alternatively, to return the patient to a state of high arousal. In the therapy room, therapists can utilize various interventions to help patients manage freeze states. The choice of intervention will depend on the patient's capacity to tolerate the intense body sensations that are integral to the state of freezing.
One strategy is to direct and assist the patient to mindfully observe his or her body sensations and to track them or "breathe into" them, until they have subsided and transformed. 136, 137, 169 Levine 136 emphasizes that it is not uncommon for patients to experience tingling, trembling, shaking, or limb jerking as they track their body sensations. Importantly, in this situation patients need to attend solely to body sensations, and to put aside any emotions, memories, and cognitions, thereby confining processing to a sensorimotor level. Attention to concurrent emotions, memories, and cognitions is likely to overwhelm the patient, escalating arousal. The therapist may also ask the patient to become aware of any action patterns-patterns of muscle tension or an impulse to enact a particular movement-which the patient may then be asked to track and act out to completion in a slow, mindful way. The repeated practice of these sensorimotor interventions enables the individual to learn that the freeze state is temporary and will pass. 136, 169 Another strategy-especially when a patient is unable to tolerate the intensity of body sensations-is to use interventions that function to expand the focus of attention. Because freezing involves a narrowed focus of attention, opening the focus of attention can function to dissipate the freeze state or to limit it to shorter time frames. Exercises that can help patients hone the skill of contracting and expanding their attention include the following: attending to objects in the room and noticing their color and texture or the space between objects; attending to an imaged scene that heralds safety; and simply attending to the therapist's calm voice. Also helpful are meditation exercises that practice narrowing and widening the focus of attention, and open-focus biofeedback exercises, in which the individuals use EEG biofeedback to improve their capacity to induce the high-amplitude alpha waves that typify open-focus attention. Once patients have gained some skill at shifting attention, they can be taught to use oscillation techniques † † † † † † to move back and forth between the trauma-related somatic state and some alternative state (of safety), thereby enabling them to process the somatic state incrementally.
Because freeze states are generally so transitory, it is unlikely that the therapist will have much of an opportunity to work with a patient while in that state (even if one can be triggered in the safety of the therapy room).What can be done in therapy, however, is to prepare the patient to deal with freezing. That is, the patient will need to acquire and practice the requisite skills, in preparation for using them in real time, away from therapy.
Managing Flight or Fight
Flight-or-fight states involve a disposition to act (run, hit, bite, kill) and are coupled with strong negative emotions (fear, anger) and an upregulated body state (pounding heart, tense muscles). In and of themselves, flight-or-fight states can be frightening and difficult to tolerate. Concern that others may be harmed can add to the individual's fear of entering into this mind-body state. Like freezing, the flight-or-fight mind-body state is characterized by a narrow range of attention in which the individual is focused on responding to the threat (or, in therapy, the body state associated with it). Everything else recedes into the background (see Vignette 4).
Flight-or-fight states are easier to manage in therapy if the patient and therapist are able to identify early somatic precursors (movements or sensations that herald the emergence of this action pattern)-for example, the furrowing of the eyebrows, the tensing of the jaw, or the clenching of a fist, any or all of which may occur prior to the emergence of the full pattern. When those precursors are identified, the therapist can interrupt the patient's narrative and direct the patient to take a mindful stance and track the somatic sensationsputting aside emotions, memories, and cognitions-until the defense state resolves. In some cases the patient may need † † † † † † In these techniques, the focus of attention is shifted back and forth between the body and open focus (or, for example, between a sensation in one part of the body and a different sensation in another part of the body). Levine 136 refers to the process of moving between aversive mind-body states and states of calm/well-being as the process of pendulation.
to implement breathing or grounding interventions that help downregulate arousal. If the patient is unable to tolerate his or her body sensations or is unable to take a mindful stance, implementing interventions that widen the focus of attention can be used to exit flight or fight. In that situation, as earlier described, oscillation techniques can be used to help the patient process flight-or-fight states incrementally. 136, 143 Managing Collapsed Immobility In clinical practice, collapsed immobility presents as episodes of fainting (syncope) or alternately as a loss of muscle tone accompanied by a compromised level of consciousness (presyncope). Fainting is the result of compromised cerebral function secondary to decreased oxygen or glucose availability, which can be caused by various mechanisms, of which collapsed immobility is just one. Thus, the first step in managing fainting is to exclude possible medical causes (e.g., cardiac pathology, hypoglycemia, orthostatic problems). Once the clinician is satisfied that the fainting episodes are not medical in origin and are therefore likely to be associated with stress or threat, it is useful to clarify whether the fainting results primarily from stress-induced hyperventilation or should be understood, instead, as an instance of collapsed immobility. A clinical assessment of hyperventilation coupled with a formal hyperventilation challenge and measurement of transdermal carbon dioxide can be helpful in determining what mechanism is primarily responsible. 41 In cases where the fainting is likely to reflect collapsed immobility-that is, the likely mechanism is activation of neural circuits involving the extended amygdala, hypothalamus, and PAG, with cardiac vagal neurons in the DMN being activated downstream-the next step is to implement interventions that increase the patient's safety. Although collapsed immobility may occur with little warning, some patients are able to pick up subtle warning signs-visual blurring, sweating, nausea, warmth, light-headedness, and fatigue-and are able to prevent the syncope by positioning themselves on the floor and lifting their feet. Other patients are able to identify specific trauma-related triggers-current or past-that precipitate collapsed immobility, and may be able to take appropriate precautions. Another option is to implement general arousaldecreasing interventions (as discussed above in "Clinical Interventions That Decrease Arousal") to reduce the probability that the DMN cardiac vagal pathway will be activated (since the DMN pathway is activated in high-arousal contexts). In some cases clinicians may trial a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, serotonin/norephinephrine reuptake inhibitor, or even beta blocker to decrease arousal. Finally, as with other trauma-related conditions or disorders, subsequent treatment will need to address the traumatic-related issues-past or present-that are triggering the patient's episodes of collapsed immobility.
One additional twist is that stress-related hyperventilation, even when not in itself sufficient to cause fainting, may actually be increasing the patient's susceptibility to episodes of collapsed immobility. Drawing on animal research, Porges 3 postulates that hypoxic conditions-of which hyperventilation-induced cerebral hypoxia is an exampleincrease the probability that the sporadically active 102 cardiac vagal neurons in the DMN will be activated, resulting in an episode of collapsed immobility. Controlling hyperventilation episodes via body scans 212 and the use of breath techniques 41 may indirectly decrease the frequency of collapsed immobility episodes.
CONCLUSION
This article, a collaboration among clinicians (a child and family therapist, cognitive-behavioral therapist, and psychotherapist) and a neuroscientist (the fourth author), integrates current neurophysiological findings into a model for understanding the defense responses that make up the defense cascade. We hope that this model, coupled with the clinical vignettes and complementary discussions of the implications for clinical practice, will help clinicians to recognize and differentiate these defense states in their daily work, and that our analysis will provide them with ideas and options for treatment, so as to unlock the patient's pattern of trauma response and break the cycle of suffering. We also hope that the availability of an integrated model and its vocabulary will allow clinicians to engage in more productive conversations not only with scientists and other clinicians, but with their patients.
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